We describe the worldvolume for the bosonic sector of the lower-dimensional Ftheory that embeds 5D, N=1 M-theory and the 4D type II superstring. This theory is a complexification of the fundamental 5-brane theory that embeds the 4D, N=1 Mtheory of the 3D type II string in a sense that we make explicit at the level of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulations. We find three types of section condition: in spacetime, on the worldvolume, and one tying them together. The 5-brane theory is recovered from the new theory by a double dimensional reduction.
Introduction
Previously [1] [2] [3] we analyzed the extension of worldsheet first-quantization of 3D string theory (S-theory), and its manifestly T-dual formulation (T-theory), to M-theory and Ftheory on branes. Our approach [3] is unrelated to any other treatment of branes in that the brane coordinates X(σ) carry only indices that are simultaneously worldvolume and spacetime indices. They are also selfdual differential forms (similar to [4] [5] [6] ). This results in section conditions involving not only spacetime (as for T-gravity [7] [8] [9] and F-gravity [10-12]) but also the worldvolume. If extended to the full 10D type II string, this would allow for the first time an analysis of massive modes under the full STU-duality.
In this paper we describe the F-theory corresponding to type II strings in 4D from its formulation as a fundamental brane. This new theory is the complexification of the fundamental 5-brane theory [3] corresponding to the 3D type II string after reformulating the latter in bispinor notation. In addition to the target space sectioning constraint and Gauß's law relating target and worldvolume coordinates, the Hamiltonian analysis reveals a constraint implying a new type of sectioning quadratic in derivatives on the worldvolume. Solving these conditions reduces the F-theory to M-, T-and S-theories, as required. Alternatively, we recover the original 5-brane theory by a double dimensional reduction (corresponding to wrapping the brane on a 6-torus and then compactifying). By design, the theory's current algebra gives rise to C-and D-brackets that are covariant under the exceptional symmetry E 5(5) = Spin (5, 5) . After coupling to a general background, we verify explicitly that they reduce to the exceptional geometry brackets of F-gravity when truncated to massless modes.
The remainder of this note is organized as follows: In section 2 we review the 5-brane theory corresponding to the 3D type II string in a formulation amenable to generalization to 4D. This is carried out in section 3 by complexifying the coordinates in the Lagrangian formulation. The three types of constraints relating target space and worldvolume coordinates to themselves and each other are derived. They and the currents form a closed subalgebra that is studied in section 4. In section 5 the constraints are solved, reducing F → M, T, and S. The double dimensional reduction recovering the 5-brane theory is also given. Our results are summarized in section 6.
3D revisited
Since the isotropy group Sp(4; C) of the F-theory for the 4D superstring is the complexification of that for 3D, it will prove suggestive to review the 3D case here. However, the spacetime coordinates of the 4D case are in the spinor representation of the isometry group O(5, 5), which begs the use of spinor notation. The result resembles the so-called " Kähler- Dirac formalism" [13] [14] [15] [16] in that the gauge fields, gauge parameters, etc., are represented by bispinors (polyforms).
The Lagrangian for the selfdual 3-form on a 5-brane has manifest O(3,3) invariance [3] . In Spin(3, 3) = SL(4; R) form, the 2-form gauge field is a real, traceless 4 × 4 matrix (Spin (3, 3) 2-form) with 1-form gauge transformation
(Pairs of anti-symmetric spinor indices can be raised and lowered with The fieldstrength has (anti-)selfdual parts which become symmetric bispinors
satisfying the Bianchi identity
This makes clear the infinite, repeating reducibility of F → Z → λ → . . . studied in detail in reference [12] . So far, the structure is actually GL(4; R) covariant but invariance of the
reduces this to SL(4; R). (The use of ǫ changes the GL(1) weight with implications for the associated (super)gravity; cf. [2] .)
Reducing to the Hamiltonian formulation requires us to break SL(4; R) → Sp(4; R). Then 5) where now C αβ ∂ αβ = 0. Upon lowering an index, the 2-form
decomposes into a symmetric part X (2-form) and an antisymmetric, C-traceless part Y (vector). The fieldstrengths reduce to
and the Lagrangian becomes
The momentum conjugate to Y is identically 0 whereas that conjugate to X is
The action in Hamiltonian form is expressed in manifestly SO(3,2)-covariant notation as
The field Y remains only as a Lagrange multiplier for the Gauß law constraint
With the Gauß law constraint taken into account, we can gauge away the Lagrange multiplier
The stress-energy tensor in SL(4; R) notation is tr(γ mn F (+) ) (2.13)
is manifestly SL(5; R)-covariant [3] . Together, S and U form a closed subalgebra of the Virasoro algebra + Gauß law constraint with the larger-rank E 4(4) = SL(5; R) symmetry.
This is summarized in table 1. Table 1 : Symmetry breaking and enhancement in the 5-brane system (rank 4)
The Lagrangian description of the dynamics preserves a larger symmetry than the Hamiltonian description.
On the other hand, the Virasoro+Gauß algebra contains a kinematic subalgebra generated by S and U preserving a higher-rank exceptional symmetry.
Worldvolume Action
We now give a covariant 4D theory by an appropriate complexification of the 3D case in spinor notation. The F-theory for the 4D string with global symmetry E 5(5) = Spin(5, 5) is 16-dimensional with coordinates X µ in the spinor representation. Since X µ reduces in Sp(4; C)
to a (4,4), the 3D Z α β of GL(4; R) must generalize (complexify) to Z α . β of GL(4; C), now lacking both trace and reality conditions.
Using GL(4; C), ∂ and Z are both 4 × 4 complex matrices
where the ∂'s are anti-symmetric (6 and 6), and Z (16 C ) is the complexification of X (which is Hermitian X † = X). Then the gauge transformation generalizing (2.1) is
anti-Hermitian gauge parameters (16 and 16 ′ ): Z has the interpretation of a complex gauge 2-form with a complex 1-form gauge parameter. From this, we form the Hermitian matrices
These are invariant under the gauge transformation (3.2) provided
This is our first section condition. Assuming this, F satisfies the Bianchi identity (cf. 2.3)
and its conjugate giving again the infinite, repeating reducibility 16 ⊕ 16
As with the 5-brane, the Lagrangian
reduces the symmetry GL(4; C) → SL(4; C). We now reduce this further SL(4; C) → Sp(4; C) so 6 = 5 ⊕ 1 and 16 C = 16 ⊕ 16 with 16 = 16. We define this reduction by
where now again C αβ ∂ αβ = 0 and similarly for the conjugate. Decomposing
for Hermitian X and Y , we get the field strengths (free indices lowered)
The action reduces to
The momentum conjugate to X becomes
Because of the form of the fieldstrengths, the action does not contain a . Y 2 term. Interpreting X as the dynamical field, this means that in the Hamiltonian analysis of this system we should treat τ as the "time" parameter conjugate to the Hamiltonian. In this sense, Y is not dynamical and we will gauge it to 0 presently.
A partial solution of this constraint is obtained by setting
With this the action in Hamiltonian form becomes
where we have normalized the volume of the gauge-fixed σ direction to 1. Note that this expression for the Hamiltonian cannot be rewritten with manifest Spin(5, 5) invariance (e.g.
We interpret the field Y as a Lagrange multiplier for the constraint
generating a bosonic κ-symmetry; we use it to gauge Y → 0. After this is imposed, the fieldstrengths can be written in manifestly Spin(5, 5)-covariant form
after combining SL(4; C) indices into the 16 × 16 Pauli matrices
of Spin (5, 5).
The stress-energy tensor
. It decomposes into Sp(4; C) representations T mn , S m , and T (36 = 25 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 1) with
. Virasoro Table 2 : Symmetry breaking and enhancement in the 4D system (rank 5)
The Lagrangian description of the dynamics preserves a larger symmetry than the Hamiltonian description but again there is a kinematic subalgebra of the Virasoro+Gauß+Laplace algebra preserving a higher-rank symmetry. Note that in this case the Lagrangian group Spin(6;C) is not a subgroup of the full symmetry group Spin(5, 5).
Algebras and Backgrounds
We now give an independent way to derive S → U → V that could be useful in cases in which we do not know the covariant action. (This method is simpler than finding U and V by closing the S current algebra.) The constraint S (3.19) is defined in terms of ⊲. Defining the analogousS in terms of⊲,
) we find the U constraint (3.15) in the form (∂ /X) µ P µ . Similarly, We next examine the current algebras. The covariant derivatives and symmetry currents (3.16)
are bosonic, despite their resemblance to supersymmetry currents. Using the Poisson bracket
for the momentum P µ conjugate to X µ , the brackets of the currents are
The pure-spinor-like constraint (3.19) [3] 
has Poisson bracket with the current given by
we find the algebra
similar to that of [3] . Here the ∂δ terms are evaluated at
with the bosonic κ-symmetry generator
found previously in (3.15). The existence of U immediately implies another constraint:
Thus, we recover the condition (3.4) required by gauge invariance of the Lagrangian description.
The algebra of constraints generated by S, U, and V closes, and the new constraint gives rise to a third section condition, this time on the worldvolume. This new constraint implies the gauge invariance
and the gauge-for-gauge transformation
Clearly, the gauge invariance is infinitely reducible.
The worldvolume derivative of a function f = f (X) is given by ( (1) + (2)))
(4.14)
The truncation of this bracket to massless modes reproduces the "exceptional Courant bracket" of reference [11, 12] .
We now include backgrounds by dressing the covariant derivative
Using (4.14), we find that under worldsheet reparameterizations
vielbein transforms according to
in agreement with the results of [11, 12] . The commutation relations in a general background
where
Here the g's are defined by the first equation and the generalization 
These results should be compared with the analogous expressions in reference [8] .
Sectioning
New section conditions are obtained by replacing string coordinates with 0-modes [17] .
In addition to the new section condition from Gauß's law found in reference [3] , there is yet another type of section condition on the worldvolume coming from the Laplace constraint (4.10). We collect these conditions in the following table: We will now carry out this reduction from F to M, T, and S for the 4D type II string.
(See [3] for the corresponding analysis of the 3D type II string.) The solution is represented schematically in the F-theory diamond of figure 1. 
Subsectioning F→M
We now solve the reduction conditions (5.1b) and apply the logic above to the section constraints (5.1c). We start with S conditions corresponding to the reduction F → M.
To solve the reduction and section conditions, we break Spin(5, 5) → GL(5; R) = SL(5; R) × GL(1; R). This is the same as the usual argument for O(2n) → U(n) (but with split signature and real representations) so we suppress the details. Decomposing P µ → P + , P m , P mn (16 = 1 ⊕ 5 ⊕ 10 ′ ), and similarly for 0-modes,
(At this point, and for the remainder of this section only, the m, n, . . . indices have become 5's.) First applying the section conditions bilinearly, we find the solution
leaving only p m . (Other maximal solutions correspond to a different frame for breaking to GL(5).) We then find similarly for the reduction conditions
Subsectioning F→T
Solving the U and V constraints reduces F → T. Unlike the 3D case reviewed in section 2, the existence of the V condition (in combination with U) now restricts the one direction of the σ derivative ∂ to be lightlike:
(The symmetry for this theory was only SO and not GL.) The U and U
• constraints thus reduce to
So we are left with a single σ (in addition to τ ) and half (8) of the X's, i.e., a string with twice (of 4) the dimensions (T-theory).
S now reduces to the usual for T-theory; solving also these constraints therefore gives the 4D string on the worldsheet.
Double Dimensional Reduction 4D → 3D
Instead of solving constraints, we can perform the double dimensional reduction
(and similarly for their 0-modes) directly on the decomposition (5.4). Then it is easy to see that what remains of the constraints is precisely the reduction and section conditions of the F-theory 5-brane for the 3D string [3] . In other words, the F-theory for the 4D type II string contains a subalgebra of constraints defined by the worldvolume 5 and the spacetime 10 ′ that generates the F-theory algebra for the 3D type II string. Of course it is true that the 3D type II string is embedded in the 4D type II string but this observation implies that the entire rank 4 F-theory diamond ( fig. 1 ) embeds into that of rank 5.
Conclusions
In this paper we described the fundamental theory giving rise to the F-theory embedding the four-dimensional type II string (corresponding to the split form of the rank 5 exceptional group E 5(5) = Spin(5, 5)) as a complexification of that of the fundamental 5-brane of the 3D string [3] . This description requires three types of section condition: In addition to the original section condition (S) on the target space [11, 12] and another (U) relating target space to worldvolume [3] , there is now also a third section condition (V) on the worldvolume itself. The analysis of these constraints shows that the 3-and 4-dimensional theories are related by double dimensional reduction (5.10).
The structure of these theories is such that the Lagrangian theory is invariant under an a priori unknown symmetry group L n that is broken to the subgroup H n in the Hamiltonian description. This subgroup is also the (split form of the) maximal compact subgroup of the split form E n(n) . We represent this in table 3. The algebra (4.4) of the currents is manifestly E n(n) -covariant as is the "kinetic" subalgebra of the full Virasoro+Gauß+Laplace algebra of constraints that is generated by S, U, and V (eqs. (4.5), (4.9), and (4.10), resp. and cf. table E 7 (7) . In this case the naïve dimension of the worldvolume exceeds that of the target so we expect the new worldvolume section condition (and possibly new constraints) to play a role in cutting this dimension down. Since these cases correspond to superstrings, supersymmetrization of our brane systems may give insight into the fundamental theories corresponding to these higher-dimensional F-theories.
